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Stay Alert… 

What a load of old nonsense eh? 

But enough of that, welcome back and let’s talk about 
what’s been happening down at Bearded Badger HQ 
this week… 

If you can remember as far back as last week, I 
announced that Bearded Badger’s first book is in the 
pipeline, titled Seven Nights at the Flamingo Hotel, 
written by Leicestershire based Drew Gummerson. Well, I 
also promised you a bit more info on Drew - the good 
news, I managed to persuade him to do our book blog 
section for this week! So head on down to that to see 
what books Drew shares with us; there are some 
crackers. 

Drew is also a key contributor to ABCtales, an online 
community of writers and editors, where writers can post 
their work on the site and get constructive feedback 
from within the community. It’s a great concept, and I 
know Drew took a lot of confidence from the feedback 
he received when sharing some of the writing that went 
on to become Seven Nights at the Flamingo Hotel. Here’s 
a short piece Drew wrote recently, talking about the 
journey we are about to share in getting this wonderful 
book out into the wider world: 

https://www.abctales.com/story/drewgummerson/
flamingo-dreams 

Anyway, I hope everyone is doing well and coping with 
all the past week has thrown at us. 

Until next time, take care and stay alert safe! 

Paul (aka The Bearded Badger) 
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BOOKS! 

Restless 

 

One of the best things to happen 
during this lockdown period has 

been the Borderless Book Club; a 
group of indie publishers of translated 
fiction. One of the publishers involved 
is Nordisk Books, who specialise in 
Scandi-lit - and no, I don’t mean the 
standard scandi-noir stuff. 

The latest book for publication is 
Restless by Kenneth Moe, translated by 
Alison McCullough.  

‘A young man writes a letter to the 
woman who rejected him. Driven by 
doubt and unbridled desire, he tries to 
write himself to a new understanding 
of his loneliness. At the same time, he 
suspects literature is to blame for all of 
this. He therefore dreams of literature 
that cures the need for literature, 
literature where life has precedence.’ 

£9.99 (Paperback) 

http://www.nordiskbooks.com/books/
restless-by-kenneth-moe 
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Everybody’s talking at me… 
The rise in audiobooks across the industry has been 
attributed to what is known as ‘The Podcast Generation’, 
with people turning to audio to consume their 
entertainment. It’s fair to say that during lockdown there 
has been a surge of activity on this score, so here’s a 
couple worth checking out! 

The Comma Press Podcast! 
Following a break of a few months, The Comma Press 
Podcast is back for a new series. In the opening episode 
of the new series, Comma Press founder Ra Page talks 
with esteemed sci-fi writer Adam Roberts, University of 
York’s Amanda Rees and Manchester Metropolitan Uni’s 
Amy Chambers to talk all things connected to the History 
of the Future! 

More info here: 

https://commapress.co.uk/news/the-comma-press-
podcast-returns-for/ 

Influx Press Lockdown Discussions 
When not scrapping it out with Dead Ink Books to see 
who is the hardest press in all indie-land, the guys at 
Influx have put together a series of  ‘Lockdown 
Discussions’ on YouTube, talking about topical issues 
from within the publishing industry. So far they’ve tackled  
a range of topics from Class & Publishing, Money, 
through to Prizes. It’s well worth checking them out - they 
are super honest and frank…and let’s face it, with this 
shower we’ve got running the country we need a bit of 
that, eh? 

More info here: 

https://www.youtube.com/user/InfluxPress 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Mother: A Memoir 

 

A lso due for publication this week 
is Mother: A Memoir by Nicholas 

Royle, published by Brighton-based 
Myriad Editions. 

“Before the devastating ‘loss of her 
marbles’, Mrs Royle, a nurse by 
profession, is a marvellously no-
nonsense character, an autodidact who 
reads widely and voraciously, swears at 
her fox-hunting neighbours, and instils 
in the young Nick a love of literature 
and of wildlife that will form his 
character and his career. 

In this touching, funny and beautifully 
written portrait of family life, mother-
son relationships and bereavement, 
Nicholas Royle captures the spirit of 
post-war parenting as well as of his 
mother whose dementia and death 
were triggered by the tragedy of losing 
her other son—Royle’s younger brother
—to cancer in his twenties. 

At once poetic and philosophical, this 
extraordinary memoir is also a 
powerful reflection on climate crisis 
and ‘mother nature’, on literature and 
life writing, on human and non-human 
animals, and on the links between the 
maternal and memory itself.” 

£8.99 (paperback) 

https://myriadeditions.com/books/
mother-a-memoir/  
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Local Focus: Jamie Thrasivoulou 

I’ve mentioned in previous issues that one of the key 
drivers for starting Bearded Badger was to promote 

East Midlands writers, so what better time than now to 
big-up one of my fellow Derbadians (probably not a 
word), and introduce you to the poet Jamie 
Thrasivoulou.  

Jamie is a bit of a local legend on the poetry scene in 
these parts, the official poet for Derby County FC, and 
has been known to take to the pitch before big games to 
recite his ‘We Are Derby’ poem. 

His most recent collection of poems is titled Our Man, 
and was published by Bristol-based Burning Eye in 2019. 
Our Man explores aspects of masculinity, mental health, 
criminality, class, loss and addiction within the climate of 
neoliberal Britain. Jamie combines strong imagery, 
wordplay and a distinct Midlands vernacular to convey 
the world he writes about. The narrative is layered with 
charismatic wit, dark humour and wry observation. These 
poems are grounded in a harsh reality that tears through 
the curtain of manners to reveal the wildlife lurking 
behind.  

Jamie is a great fella, and has been a huge support to us 
here at Badger HQ - so please go check out his book! 

 

£9.99 (paperback) 

https://burningeye.bigcartel.com/product/our-man-by-
jamie-thrasivoulou 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Other news… 

The good guys at Galley Beggar Press 
have published their ‘Small Press 
Calendar’, which lists books coming 
up for publication going out to the 
end of July, from the small press 
community. Worth checking out for 
forthcoming releases - support your 
indies! 

https://www.galleybeggar.co.uk/small-
press-calendar-apriljuly-2020  

It’s the final call by Brick Lane 
Bookshop for submissions for their 
Short Story Prize, as the window closes 
this Friday (15th) at 5pm. 

They are looking for stories between 
1000-5000 words, with cash prizes for 
the top three entries. Also, all winners 
and long-listed entries will be 
published in the Brick Lane Bookshop 
Short Story Prize anthology, published 
later this year (Coronavirus 
depending).  

https://www.bricklanebookshop.org/
short%20story%20prize.html 

Lastly, sticking with the short story 
theme, Sandstone Press have just 
announced the long-list for their first 
short fiction competition. They plan to 
follow this up over the next few days 
with the winner and runners-up, so 
head over to their Twitter account or 
website for more info, and see who 
takes the prizes. 

https://twitter.com/sandstonepress 

https://sandstonepress.com 
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Something Old, Something New, Something 
Borrowed, Something Blue 

I’m sure you’ve heard the old traditional wedding rhyme many times before…here in The Badger's Sett 
we’ve decided to use it to do a weekly column to try and talk about books. Old ones, new ones, 

borrowed ones, and erm, blue ones. Bear with me… 

Old - a book at least older than 18 months. 

New - a book from the past 18 months. 

Borrowed - a book that someone lent you, or maybe you borrowed it from the library, and it really lit a 
fire within you. 

Blue - ok, time to think a bit creatively. Think steak. Think of a blue steak. The rarest of steak. So this 
selection is a book that you feel doesn’t get talked about enough, rarely at all! (Sorry veggies and 
vegans). 

For week 3 I’ve twisted the arm of Drew Gummerson, author of Seven Nights at the Flamingo Hotel, the 
forthcoming debut novel here at Bearded Badger (due late 2020) to share with us his four books: 

Old - Goodbye to Berlin by Christopher Isherwood (1939) 
Goodbye to Berlin has a special place in my heart. Given to me by an eccentric friend at 6th Form 
College it was probably the first book I’d read with gay characters in it.  

Published in 1939 it charts the semi-fictional life of author Christopher Isherwood as he scrapes a living 
in Weimar Germany as the Nazis rise in the background. There is the daughter of a Jewish department 
store owner, Otto, the young working-class Berliner, and of course, the most marvellous, Sally Bowles, 
the star of Cabaret in this book’s musical adaptation.  

https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/103/1035886/goodbye-to-berlin/9780749390549.html  

New - Fly Already by Etgar Keret (2019) 
I’m a huge short story fan and one of my favourite short story writers is the fabulous Israeli writer, Etgar 
Keret. His latest collection, I think, is his best.  

Fly Already is packed with his usual surreal short wonders, from ‘The Next-to-Last Time I was Shot out of 
a Canon’, The important thing is to relax your body. Or contract it, one or the other. I don’t remember 
exactly.’ but ends with a longer brilliant unexpected romance in Pineapple Crush.  

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/14/fly-already-etgar-keret-review  
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Borrowed -  James Bond series by Ian Fleming (1953 - 1966) 
In my early teenage years my family, every summer, went by bus to the South of France. There on the 
beach was another bus, no longer working but packed with books. Not a library exactly, because you 
paid, but once you’d read the book you’d take it back, get another.  

And that was where I first encountered Bond…James Bond.  

Over those Summers I read them all.  

And when I think of them now (I’ve recently listened to them all again on audiobook) they take me back 
to that easy happy time.  

https://007store.com/collections/james-bond-books  

Blue - My Friends by Emmanuel Bove (1924) 
Not many people, I don’t think, know the French writer Emmanuel Bove. His first novel, My Friends, 
published in 1924, is my favourite.  

In the novel we follow Victor, a down-at-heel WW1 veteran, living in a single shabby room of a no-good 
boarding house, as he trawls around Paris fantasising about every character he meets in the hope they 
may become his friend.  

I did.  

https://www.nyrb.com/products/my-friends?variant=9263731802164  

Drew Gummerson  is the author of Me and Mickie James, published by Jonathan Cape, and The 
Lodger published by Millivres-Prowler Group Ltd…and soon to be published, Seven Nights at the 
Flamingo Hotel by Bearded Badger Publishing Co. 

https://twitter.com/drewgum  
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So that’s it for this third issue of The Badger’s Sett, please let me know if you like / hate it! I am looking 
into making this a bit more of a professional weekly newsletter over the coming weeks, so please bear 
with me!  

Massive thanks to Drew for taking the time out to share his book choices with us! 

Lastly, If you’re an indie publisher with a book due for launch, drop me a line with the details and we’ll try 
and include it in future issues. 

Next week: who knows…?! 

 

Bearded Badger Publishing Co. Ltd 
Derbyshire, England. 

www.beardedbadgerpublishing.com 

paulh@beardedbadgerpublishing.com 
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